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1. Introduction and preliminary results. Suppose ¿ and ¿ are Dirichlet series

satisfying a functional equation of the form

Fm(s)¿(s) = Fm(r-s)¿(r-s),

where m is a positive integer and r is real. For zzz=l, Chandrasekharan and

Narasimhan [3] have shown that for a large class of Dirichlet series the functional

equation and two types of identities are equivalent. For example, if t(«) denotes

Ramanujan's arithmetical function and

f(S) =   2  r(«)«-,
n=l

they showed that

(1.1) i»-»IW(s) = (27r)-<12-T(12-s)/(12-s),

00 CO

(1.2) 2 <")e~ny = (2Wv)12 2 ^(n)e'i!,2nl\       y > 0,
n=l n=l

and

1 x-^ -A /y\6 + QI2
(L3)     F(qTT) 2 <"KX-"V = ^)~q 2 TW(y      Ji2+A^(nxY12)

are equivalent. Here x>0, q> —\,J^.(z) denotes the usual Bessel function, and the '

indicates that if « = x, t(x) is to be multiplied by \. In this paper we consider the

more general case when m is any positive integer and establish the equivalence of

relations similar to (1.1), (1.2) and (1.3). We shall examine relations similar to (1.3)

in some detail with the aim of establishing such an identity for the least possible q.

We conclude with some examples.

Throughout the paper we let s = a+/z with a and / both real. If c is real, we

denote the integral )CC+_\Z by |*(c). The summation sign 2 appearing with no indices

will always mean 2"=i- ^ always denotes a constant, not necessarily the same with

each occurrence.

First, we indicate those Dirichlet series which we are studying.
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Definition 1. Let {An} and {/*„} be two sequences of positive numbers tending

to oo, and {a(n)} and {b(n)} two sequences of complex numbers not identically

zero. Consider the functions </> and xb representable as Dirichlet series

fa) = 2 a(")A„-s,     fa) = 2 *í»k*

with finite abscissas of absolute convergence oa and o*, respectively. Let r be real,

and let «j be a positive integer. We say that </> and xb satisfy the functional equation

(1.4) rm(i)^(ï) = Fm(r- s)xb(r-s)

if there exists in the s-plane a domain D which is the exterior of a bounded closed

set S such that in F a holomorphic function x(s) exists with the properties:

(i) x(s) = rm(s)<f>(s), o>oa; x(s) = Fm(r-s)xb(r-s), o<r-o*.

(ii) If y = u*+p — l/4m, where p is the least positive integer chosen so that

y > max (0, cr0, of), and S lies in the strip r—y<o<y, then for some constant 6 < 1,

(1.5) x(s) = 0(exp [exp [<hr\s\f(2y-r)]ï),

uniformly in the strip r—y<a<y, |¡|^ij, where r¡ is chosen so that the strip is

contained in D.

This definition is similar to that given by Bochner [2] and that given by

Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan [3] in the case m = l. If m= 1, ya(n) = b(n) with

y= ±1, r>0, Xn = pn = 2-nn/X with A>0, and (s-r)xb(s) is entire, then (2tt/X)sc/>(s)

is a Dirichlet series of signature (A, r, y) according to the definition of Hecke [7].

Thus,/(s) is of signature (1, 12, 1), and £(2s) is of signature (2, 1/2, 1).

We next give Bochner's definition of a residual function [2].

Definition 2. F is said to be a residual function if:

(i) F is defined and differentiable on (0, oo).

(ii) F(x) = 0(x~c) as x -> 0, and F(x) = 0(x°) asx->co, for some constant c>0,

so that the functions

Ir(s) =  f P(x)xs~1dx,       I,(s) = - f   P(x)xs'1dx

can be introduced in a right half-plane and a left half-plane, respectively.

(iii) F and /, can be analytically continued into each other in a domain D as

given in definition 1.

(iv) limit!-.«, l(o+it) = 0, uniformly in —oo<CT1^a^a2<co, where /denotes the

function obtained by analytic continuation in (iii).

We shall need several preliminary lemmas.

Lemma 1. Ifx(s) ¡s analytic in a domain D of the s-plane, then any integral

P(x) = ±-.jcx(s)x-sds

over a bounded curve or curves in D, with x"s = exp [ — s log x], is a residual function.

Conversely, any residual function can be so represented.
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Lemma 1 is due to Bochner [2].

Lemma 2. Let f be holomorphic in a strip S given by a<o<b, |í|>t;>0, and

continuous on the boundary. If for some constant 6<1,

f(s) = 0(exp[exp[67T\s\/(b-a)]]),

uniformly in S, f(a + it) = o(l) and f(b + it) = o(l) as \t\ -^ co, then f(a + it) = o(l)

uniformly in S as \t\ -> oo.

This is a version of the Phragmen-Lindelöf theorem [8, p. 109].

Lemma 3. We have

\F(s)\ ~ (27T)1i2\t\"-ll2e-ai2Mti,

for fixed o, as \t\ tends to oo.

A proof of Lemma 3 may be found in [6, p. 224].

Lemma 4. Let ¿(s) = J, a(n)X~s. Then, for c>max (0, aa) andq^O,

1       v'   /■ v      n.       !    f   rW(*)*s + g ,
WTT)¿a(n*x-** * KiL T(s+?TiT *

This result is given in [3].

Definition 3. Let x, c> 0 and suppose m is a positive integer. Define

(x) = ¿.|   Fm(s)x-°ds.
¿Wtjte)

As a consequence of Ex(x) = e'x [11, p. 7], and a general theorem on multiple

Mellin transforms [11, pp. 53, 60], we have

Lemma 5. For x, c>0,

Em(x)=       e ""-i-f—       e -»-a=2-       exp [-lii-x/«!-••!/„_!]—i-
Jo «m-1   Jo "m-2 Jo "1

Lemma 6. IFe /zazze

Fm(x) = 0(exp [-x1""]),

as x —> oo.

Proof. We proceed by induction. The result is trivial for «i=l. Assuming the

result is valid for Em_x, we have by Lemma 5 for m^2,

Em(x) = o(J~ exp [-u-(x/uY^-^y

Write this integral as

(Ç+ i") exp [-x^u + u-11^-")]— = h+I2.
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Now/(«) = exp{ —x1,mw"1,(m_1)}/w obtains its maximum value when

u =
.-(m - Dim

(«i-iy-i

which we may assume is greater than  1  without loss of generality. Since f(u)

is then increasing on (0, 1),

F S exp [-xlm]      exp [-x1,mu] du = 0(exp [-x1,m]).

Secondly,

I2 S Ax-(m~im f   exp [-xllmu] du = 0(exp(-.\A m]).

Lemma 7. For 0<c<v/2 + 3/4,

^-¿JLi^rbjC*
This formula is given in [11, formula (7.9.1), p. 196].

Definition 4. For any positive integer «7ä2 define

/»OO /*X

Fv(x; fi; m) =      mJT-T 1 4,(«m-1) dum _ :       i&lV * Ju("m-2)dum.2
Jo Jo

• • •       u\-'l-1Jll(ux)Jv(x/ux- ■ -um-i) dux,

provided that p., v> —3/2 so that the integral converges. We extend this definition

to m= 1 by taking Fv(x; ce; l)=/v(x).

Lemma 8. For 0<c<min (ci, v)/2 + 3/4 and mä 1,

x-Fv(x;,*; m) = ^. J^ -jcn^ _j}
i   /• 22ms-im~i'^~v_m+irm(v)x-2s

Oí.

Lemma 8 is a consequence of Lemma 7 and the aforementioned theorem on

multiple Mellin transforms.

Using the definition of Fv(x; p.; m) and the fact that

(d/dx)[xvJv(x)] = xVv_x(x)

[13, p. 45], we immediately have

Lemma 9.

(d/dx)[x*Ky(x; p.; m)] = xvKv.x(x; p.; m).

From Lemma 8 and a result of Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan [5, Lemma 1]

we may deduce
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Lemma 10. For «zä 1 and min (r—l, v) + 3/2>0,

(oo

exp [imxlm] 2 dnx'nlm

71 = 0

CO \

+ exp [-/znx1/m] 2 4I*~",m)'
n = 0 /

as x -»■ oo, vv/zere ¿/n and d'n are constants, « = 0, 1.

Lemma 11. As x -+ 0, JiTv(x; p;m) = 0(xv).

This result is a consequence of the fact that Jv(x) = 0(xv) as x -> 0.

2. The equivalence of three identities.

Theorem 1. Let y >0. <£ íz«í/ ¡/j satisfy functional equation (1.4) z/a«i/ o«/y z/

(2.1) 2 «ßWJM = y~r2 by^E^n/y)+P(y),

where P(y) is a residual function given by

P(y) = ^jcx(s)y-Sds,

where C denotes a curve or curves containing S.

A proof of Theorem 1 has been indicated by Bochner [2].

Proof. If c>max (0, ca, o*), we easily deduce from the definition of Em(x) that

2 a(n)Em(\ny) = 2 a(n) ¿- J" . rm(s)(Any)- ds

(2.2)

= ¿£)rm(s)0(s)y-í/s,

where we have inverted the order of summation and integration by absolute

convergence. We suppose c is large enough so that C is located within the strip

r — c<o<c. Consider now the integrand on the right-hand side of (2.2)and integrate

over the rectangle with vertices c ± /Fand c — r ± iT. By Lemmas 2 and 3 the integrals

on the horizontal edges tend to 0 as F tends to oo. Thus, letting F tend to oo,

applying the residue theorem, and using the functional equation, we have

^-. !    rm(s)<?i(s)y-si/s = ^-. f       rm(r-s>/.(z--s)y-si/s+P(y)
¿Tl J(c) ¿Tl Jlr-c)

= Ç\   F"(s)¿(s)(l/y)-°ds + P(y)

= y-'2f>(n)Em(pJy)+P(y),

where we have again inverted the order of summation and integration by absolute

convergence.
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We now prove the converse. By Mellin's inversion formula for o>0,

Fm(s) =  I"" x>-lEn(x)dx,
Jo

from which it follows that

(2.3) r">(s)<p(s) = 2 a(rí) f xs^Em(Xnx) dx.
Jo

Inverting the order of summation and integration with the aid of Lemma 6, letting

<D(x) = 2 a(n)Em(Xnx),       *F(x) = 2 b(ri)Em(pnx),

and using (2.1), we have from (2.3)

Fm(s)<j>(s) = f x*-1®(x)dx+ r x*-1<¡>(x)dx

(2.4) =  f x*-r-1Y(\/x)dx+( xs-1P(x)dx+r xs'1^(x)dx
Jo Jo Jl

roo pi

=        (xs -» <P(x) + xr -s - lxV(x)) dx+\   xs - *P(x) ox.

Now, as x —> co,

(2.5) <P(x) = 0(exp [-X,xllm]),       *F(x) = 0(exp [-pxkxllm]),

where a(«) = 0, 0<n<j, a(y')#0, and b(n) = 0, 0<n<k, b(k)^0. Hence, the first

integral on the right-hand side of (2.4) by analytic continuation represents an

entire function.

Tn a like manner we have

Fm(s)xb(s) =  ¡X xs~lx¥(x)dx
Jo

(2.6) =  Í  xs-r-1®(l/x)dx-(  xs~T-1P(l/x)dx+ Í   xs'lxV(x)dx
Jo Jo Jl

/»CO /»co

(xs - lxV(x) + xr -s -1 <D(x)) dx -      xr -s - JF(x) dx.

As before, the first term on the right-hand side of (2.6) represents an entire function.

Upon the replacement of s by r-s, (1.4) easily follows from the hypothesis that

Ir(s) and I¡(s) are equal upon analytic continuation into each other in a domain D

as given in Definition 1. We have still to show (1.5). For the second integrals on the

right-hand sides of (2.4) and (2.6), (1.5) is obvious from Definition 2. It is then

sufficient to examine

°° (xs-1<D(x) + xr-s-lxF(x))o"x =  i" (eu, + it)x<t>(ex) + eir-''-mY(ex))dx.
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By (2.5) and the Riemann-Lebesgue lemma this integral tends to 0 as t tends to oo,

uniformly in any strip — oo<cr1^CTáa2<oo. This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Let ¿ and ¿ satisfy functional equation (1.4). If «z^2, suppose

r>-1/2. Ifx>0andq>2mo*-mr-1/2,

= 2«l-»> 2 *(») - tf^-V»*)1'9; r-1; «) + e,w,

(2.7)
\(r + (l)/2

where the series on the right-hand side is absolutely convergent, and Q„(x) is a

residual function given by

«*-¿J[r(s)<zHs)xs+"

c   ns+q+l)
ds,

where C is a curve or curves encircling all of S. Conversely, (2.7) implies functional

equation (1.4).

Proof. Let y be as given in Definition 1. By Lemma 4 for q~¿0,

n*\ !    f   r(s)¿(s)xs + « , 1       v    ...
(2-8) »L r(s+g+i) * = rri+T) 2, «MC*-W.

We now move the line of integration to r—y+it, — oo<z <oo, by integrating

around the rectangle with vertices y + ïT, r—y±/F and then letting F tend to oo.

F is chosen large enough so that all of S is contained within the rectangle. Since

y>oa, ¿(y + it) = 0(l) as \t\ -> oo. Hence, by Lemma 3 for s = y + it,

F(s)¿(s)/F(s+q+l) = 0(\t\-«-i) = o(l)

as |/1 —>- oo, since 9^0. Since y>o*, ¿(y+it) = 0(l) as |?| -* oo. Then, upon using

the functional equation and Lemma 3, we find for s = r — y + it

F(s)¿(s)_      J^r-s)¿(r-s)    = 0(], |2my-mr _q _ ̂  = o(1)>

r(s+9+i)    r»-1(j)r(j+?+i)

as |r| -> oo, provided q>2my — mr— 1. It now follows from Lemma 2 that

ns)¿(s) _      y(s)
F(s+q+l)      Fm~i(s)F(s + q+l)

= o(D,

as |/1 —>■ oo, uniformly in the strip r—yS°Sy. Hence, the integrals along the two

horizontal sides of the rectangle tend to 0 as F-> oo, and we have shown that

(29) -Lí   ns)¿(s)x^ fl_ C       r(s)<¿(s)x^
{¿y) 2tt/J(w F(s+q+l) ÜS     2«J(r_yl F(s+q+l) ag+U*x>>

provided q>2my — mr—l.
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Let I(x) denote the first term on the right-hand side of (2.9). Replacing s by r — s,

using the functional equation, and inverting the order of summation and integra-

tion, we find

Kx) - *♦« y bin) -i- f _r'Wfo.*)-_ds
i(x)     x     Zt,W2mJ^)F"'-1(r-s)F(r+q+l-s)C'S'

provided q>2my — mr. By Lemma 8 we have

1       f ^ms - mr - qT*mf ~\ v~2s

(2.10) x-<KT+¿x; r-l;m) = ^. £ r»_1(r_,)r(f |¿+ ■ _f} ds,

provided 0<c<(r- 1 )/2 + 3/4 if «i^2, and 0<c<(r+q)/2 + 3/4 ifm==l. However,

by Lemma 3 and Cauchy's theorem we can move the line of integration to y + it,

—oo</<oo, where q>2my—mr. Thus, (2.10) is valid provided q>2my — mr and

r> —\ if «zS2. Hence, using (2.10) we conclude

(2.11) I(x) = 2«1-"» 2 ¿>(«)(-)(rH   '2 F^^l^x)1'2; r- 1 ; m).
v*n/

Combining (2.8), (2.9) and (2.11), we have shown (2.7) provided a^O and

q>2my — mr.

Now, by Lemma 10,

Jfx\ _  Qfxrl2 + ga-H2m)-ll4m V I^^M„-(r/2+ 9/2m + l/4m)\

(2.12) ^
= 0(xrl2+<,a~ll2m)~llim)

provided q > 2mo% — mr — \. Thus, the series on the right-hand side of (2.7) converges

absolutely for q>2mo* —mr — \. By 2m p differentiations with the aid of Lemma 9,

identity (2.7) may be then upheld for q>2ma*—mr — \ and aäO. However, the

uniform and absolute convergence for q>2ma*—mr — \ implies that the 2mpth

derivative is continuous. Hence, the left side of (2.7) is continuous for q>2mof

— mr — \, which implies that q>0, since the left side of (2.7) is not continuous on

(0, oo) fora^O.

To prove that (2.7) implies (1.4), it is sufficient from Theorem 1 to show that

(2.7) implies (2.1).

Multiply both sides of (2.7) by

y" + 1       expt-^.,]-^-1       exp[-wm_2]-^
Jo "m-l   Jo "m-:

r° r / i dui
•••       exp[-ux-xy/ux---um^x]-^2

Jo "l

and integrate with respect to x over (0, oo). We assume q is large enough so that

all operations are valid. After a routine calculation the left-hand side of (2.7)

then yields 2 o(n)E(Xny) with the aid of Lemma 5. Another easy calculation shows

that the second term on the right-hand side of (2.7) yields P(y). After several

h2
-2
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changes in the order of integration and the use of Lemma 8, the first term on the

right-hand side of (2.7) gives y~r 2 b(n)E(pJy), and the proof is complete.

Combining Theorems 1 and 2, we have

Theorem 3. Functional equation (1.4), the "modular" relation (2.1), and identity

(2.7) are equivalent.

We now state some corollaries of Theorem 2.

Corollary 1. Suppose /(s) = 2 a(n)n~s is a Dirichlet series of signature (X, r, y).

Let p denote the residue of fat s = r and p the constant term in the Laurent expansion

off about s = r. Let ¿(s)=F'(s)/F(s). Then, for x>0 andq>4aa — 2r — \,

1 -^,
V(n , n    2,     a(m)a(n)(x-mnf
i yq-t-1) 0<mnSx

¿2(0)x"    F(r)P2xr + \, „s    ., ,.    „ ,, n

(A2 \« ^^ /y\(r + «)/2

¿)  2a'y»\n) K7+q(^2(nxy2/X2;r-l;2)

where

a'(n) =   2 «C/X*).
jk = n

and where the series on the right-hand side converges absolutely.

Corollary 1 is a consequence of (2.7) and the properties off(s) stated prior to

Definition 1.

Corollary 2. For x > 0 and q > 2ma* -mr—1/2,

f7±-rr   2    a(ri)(x-Xnr =   QQ(x) + 0(x^2 + ̂ -ll2^-"im).

This result is immediate from (2.12).

^-estimates for the sum of Corollary 2 have been given by Richert [10] for a

large class of Dirichlet series which overlaps with our class. However, if ¿¥"¿,

Richert's estimates are complicated by the need for estimates for a(n). If ¿ = ¿ and

r ä 0, Corollary 2 is an improvement by a factor of Xe, e>0.

The critical strip for ¿(s) is that vertical strip defined by r — oaSoSca- The width

is 2cra-z\

Corollary 3. The width of the critical strip is at least l/2m.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 2 we saw that the condition q>2mo* — mr—\

implies that q>0. Thus, 2ma*—mr — \^0, or 2a*—r^. l/2m.

Apóstol and Sklar [1] first noted Corollary 3 in the case m=l. For «7=1 this

result is the best possible, for the width of the critical strip for £(2s) is exactly 1/2.
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3. A theorem on the validity of (2.7). We now wish to establish (2.7) for the

lowest possible value of a. The methods to be employed are exactly those developed

by Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan [3] in the examination of (2.7) for m=l.

These methods, in turn, are based on results of Zygmund [14] for equiconvergent

series.

Definition 5. 2-»a/*) an£l 2-»^îW are uniformly equiconvergent on an

interval if 2-n [Oj(x) — b,(x)] converges uniformly on that interval as « -> co.

The following two lemmas proven by Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan are of

central importance [3, pp. 11, 12].

Lemma 12. Let {an} be a positive sequence of numbers tending to co, and suppose

that a _ „ = otn. Suppose that J is a closed interval contained in an interval I of length

2-n. Let X be a C °° function with compact support on I and which is equal to 1 on J.

Assume

2 K")i< co.

Then, if g is a function with period 2rr which equals 2-°o c(n) exp [ianx] on I, the

Fourier series of g converges uniformly on J.

Lemma 13.  With the same notation as Lemma 12 assume

sup 2      c(")   = °(U,
OSiiSl    k<a„<k + h

as k->oo, and

oo

2 k(n)l"» x < °°-
— co

Furthermore, let y be a C" function. Then, the series y(x) 2-» c(n) exp [ianx] is

uniformly equiconvergent on J with the differentiated series of the Fourier series of a

function with period 2n which equals X(x) 2-M c(ri)Wn(x) on I, where Wn(x) is an

antiderivative of y(x) exp [ianx].

Lemma 14. Let {b(n)} a«c/{j¿n} be given as in Definition 1. Suppose that

(3.1) 2 |K«)K~[r(m~1> + v + 3/21,2m < oo

and

' = o(l)(3.2) sup
0SÄS1

è(«K-[r(m-1)+v + 1'2]/2'n

fc2mS«nS(fc+'!)2m

as A: -> oo. Define for y>0,

,,2m\ v/2/ v2m\ v/2

F*(y) = 2 *(«) —      Kv(2>i'V; r- 1 ; m).
\ Pn I

Then, m2my2m~1Fv(y) is uniformly equiconvergent on any interval J of length less
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than Tr/m with the differentiated series of the Fourier series of a function with period

■n/m which on I equals X( v)Fv+ x(y), where I is of length n/m and contains J.

Proof. Examine the function

f(y) = m2my2m-1+m,2 ¿>(«Kvl2{Kv(2mp}>2ym;r-l;m)

-(^/»yi-izmx.-rt-izamr^ exp [mj^y] + d'0 exp [-mipxJ2my]]

-OiJ«/»)«-1"»»»-«-3««^ exp [mip^2my] + d'x exp [-mipll2my]]}

for y>0. By Lemma 10 and (3.1) we find

l/'O0l = AycJt\b(n)\p;lr(n-" + v + 3'2V2m < oo,

where c is a constant. Hence, fis continuously differentiable for y >0. Let g be a

function with period -n/m which equals/on /. Since/is continuously differentiable.

the Fourier series of g is uniformly convergent on J.

Now consider

«z2my2m-12 bC)(—V'2 (/4':yi)<1~1/m)(v~r>~1'2m

■ [d0 exp [mipll2my] + d0 exp [-mipxl2my]].

In view of (3.1) and (3.2) the hypotheses of Lemma 13 are satisfied with c(n)

= zX«K~[r(m_1) + v + 1,2I,2m and an = p]l2m. Hence, (3.3) is uniformly equiconvergent

on / with the differentiated series of the Fourier series of a function with period

■n/m, which equals on /

«z2mA(y) 2 b(ri)\   t2m~l[—)    (t¡u*t*yi-u**-A~im
Ja \pn '

■ [i/o exp [«zz>i/2mz-] + í/ó exp [-wz>i,2mz-]] dt,

where a > 0.

Next, we examine

m2my2m"1 2 *(«)(—j"'2 (Mi'2y"1)<1-1'm><*-'->-3'2''1

■[dx exp [mipil2my] + d'x exp [-mipll2my]].

By (3.1), (3.2) and Lemma 12 with c(«) = /)(«K-tr(m-1) + v + 3/2I/2m, the Fourier series

of the function with period n/m which equals (3.4) on / converges uniformly on J.

Thus, it follows that «z2my2m " 1FV( y) is uniformly equiconvergent on J with the

differentiated series of the Fourier series of a function with period -n/m which on /

equals

X(y) 2 b(n)pr12 P «z2-i2"'-1 + -/:v(2>i/2/m; r-l;m)dt= A(y)Fv+1(y),

where we have employed Lemma 9 and have chosen an > 0 so that

lim tmiv+1)Kv+x(2mpil2tm; r-l; m) = 0.

This completes the proof of Lemma 14.
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Theorem 4. Suppose that for <j>o*

' « o(l),(3.5) sup
OSnSl

2       ôdK-1'2"
k2mSii,ií<lc+M2m

as k —> co. F«e«, (2.7) ¿s valid for q > 2mof —mr — 3/2 and for those positive values of

x such that the left side of (2.1) is defined. The series on the right-hand side of (2.1)

converges uniformly on any interval for x>0 where the left-hand side is continuous.

The convergence is bounded on any interval 0 < xx S x S x2 when q = 0.

Proof. Suppose the identity

L^  J' a(«)(x-Anr

= 2*1-» 2 bmv) Kr+a(2m(pnxy2; r-1 ; m)+Qa(x)

(3.6)   r(a+1)-

, (r + a)/2

is valid for some a. Put x=ym and assume y lies in an interval J of length less than

tt/«j. By Lemma 14, m2my2m~1 times the series on the right-hand side of (3.6) is

uniformly equiconvergent on J with the differentiated series of the Fourier series of

a function with period -n/m which equals X(y)Fr+a+x(y) on /, provided that

a>2m<i*—mr-3/2. But then, a+1 >2mo*-mr—1/2. Hence, from (2.7)

2(a+ua-m%y)Fr+a+x(y) = w^ 2' a(n)(y2m-K)a+1-Ky)Qa+x(y2m)

f   2'   a(n)(t2m-XnY2mt2m-ldt
Jo   A„<f2™r(a+l)Jo  ifífrm

-Hy)Qa+x(y2m).

Since X(y)= 1 on J, the theorem is now immediate from the localization principle

and the properties of the Fourier series of

T^rí   2'   <n)(y2--Xny.
i(a+l)   A„S»*»

4. Examples. Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan have given several examples

of identities when m= 1. Consequently, we concentrate on m> 1.

Example 1. Consider £2(2i) = 2 d(n)n~2s, where d(n) denotes the number of

divisors of«. Now, x(s) = F2(s)Tr~2sr,2(2s) has double poles at 5 = 0 and s=\. After

an elementary calculation, (2.1) becomes

2 d(n)E2(n2n2y) - y«a 2 d(n)E2(n2n2/y)

-lU^+y^2(l-\loêl6,2y),
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where y denotes Euler's constant. Replacing « by «2, as a(n) = 0 if« is not a square,

and x by x2, we have from Corollary 1 and Theorem 4 for q > x' 2'

(4.1) = 4TW) + 4T^(^

+ (27r2)-« 2 ^«)(^)*+   2 [ WJ.xl2(u)Jq+xl2(4n2nx/u) du,

where the series on the right-hand side converges uniformly on any interval where

the left-hand side is continuous and converges boundedly when q = 0. Now,

J-il2(z) = (2/nzy12 cos z, Jxi2(z) = (2/nz)112 sin z, and

(4.2) T cos u sin Q du = -yfë Yx(2y) + Kx(2y)\,

where Yx(z) and Kx(z) are the Bessel functions usually so denoted. (4.2) is easily

derived from formula (4) on p. 184 of Watson [13]. Thus, (4.1) for<7 = 0 becomes

2   d(ri) = - + x(logx-l+2y)

-2 d(n){ç^'2(Yx(4n(nxr2)+l /^(«x)1'2))-

This last identity was first proven by Voronoi [12]. Proofs have also been given by

Oppenheim [9] and Chandrasekharan and Narasimhan [4].

Example 2. Consider f2(s) where /(s) = 2 t(«)«~s. Since xfa) >s entire, (2.1)

gives upon the substitution of y/4n2 for y,

2 r'(n)E2(ny) = (4n2/yr2 2 F(«)F2(16,r*«/y),

where

An) =  2 Áj)r(k).
ik = n

By Corollary 1 and Theorem 4 we have for q> 1/2

J „ „ /v\6+9/2

W+ï)
(v\ 6 + 9/2

-J        K12+q(16n2(nxY'2;ll;2),
"I

where the series on the right-hand side is uniformly convergent.

Example 3. Let K be an algebraic number field of degree rx + 2r2, where rx

denotes the number of real conjugates in K and 2r2 the number of imaginary

conjugates. The Dedekind zeta-function is defined by

£*•(*) = 2 ^W"-5'
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where F(«) denotes the number of nonzero integral ideals of norm « in K. If A

denotes the discriminant of K, lK(s) satisfied the functional equation

Í(s) = m-s)

where

$(s) = rx(s/2)r2(s)B-^s(s),

where

B = 2r27Tri,2 + r2|A|-1/2.

It is well known that (,K(s) is holomorphic except for a simple pole at 5=1 with

residue

2ri+r2rrr2Rh

""   —    -1   A 11/2-'
w\lx\iU

where F is the regulator of K, « the class number, and w the number of roots of

unity in K.

Suppose first that rx=0. Then, t,K(s) satisfies Definition 1 with Xn=¡in=Bn and

m = r2. From the functional equation it is easily seen that x(s) — TT2(s)B~'ÍÁs) is

analytic except for poles at s=0 and s=l. Hence, the "modular" relation for

iK(s) becomes on replacing y by y/B,

ZF(n)Erz(ny) = (B/y)2F(n)ErA\B2nly) + tt>-»(0)l(r2-l)\ + Xh/y.

From Theorems 2 and 4 for q > r2 — 3/2 we find upon replacing x by Bx,

= F^+-2) + B"'2qa~^ 2 FW(„) Kq+x(2^B(nxy>2; 0; r2).

If r2ä2, the series on the right-hand side converges uniformly for q>r2 — 3/2. If

r2 = 1, the series converges uniformly on any interval where the left side is con-

tinuous, and boundedly on any interval 0<xxSxSx2<<x> when q=0. If r2=l,

i.e. if F is an imaginary quadratic field, and q=0, the above identity is

2' F(«) = A«x + 2 W^)1,2./i(M«*/|A|)n
nil Vf

Suppose now that r2=0. Then lK(2s) satisfies Definition 1 with An=^n=F2«2,

x(s) has poles at s=0 and s= 1/2, and so (2.1) becomes with y replaced by y/B2

2 F(n)ET1(n2y) = By~112 2 mE^BW/y)

+ 2'x - »tf » - "(OVi/i -1) ! + (l/2)n'il2Xhy-112.
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For rx — \, lK(s) = r,(s) and the above formula reduces to the well-known theta-

relation. Upon replacing x by F2x2, we have from (2.7) for q > rx/2 — 3/2

= 2F(q + 3/2)+B~2q2qa~ri)ZF{n){n)        Zt+u¿2'iB*»x; -l/2;rx).

If rx ä 3, the series on the right-hand side converges uniformly on any interval for

x>0. If r! = 2, the series converges uniformly on any interval for x>0 where the

left side is continuous, and converges boundedly on any interval 0<X!^xax2<oo

if<7 = 0. If z-! = 2, i.e.iF AT is a real quadratic field, the above identity for^=0 reduces

to

2' F(n) = 7r1'2A/zx-2F(«)g)1,2[F1(4w(«x/|A|)1'2) + ?/V1(47r(«x/|A|)1'2)].
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